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Ur THE PYRAMID!
'APPLICATION OF A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL MODEL

FOR STI BEHAVIOR RESEARCH

Daniel Callahan, Ceorg Lindsey and Colln Mick

Applied Communication Research, Inc.
Palo Alto, California

Tbe idea of a systems approach to information 1;,ehavior research is

discussed. AS an example of this aiTroach, a model is presented which

identifies several levels of external determinants of STI (Scientific and

Technical Information) behavior. This model is applied to the data from

which it orlginnted,through the investigation of the effects of higher

level variables on job types.

A brief summary is presented of elle research which led to the development

of a multi-dimensional modql for information behavior research. The

model was first developed in a study examining organizational barriers td

the flow of STI An organizations. The study collected data on informa-
tion-related attitudes and behaviors of more than 51110 scientists and

engineers working in a variety of organiiations. Secondary analysis of

this data culminated with the development and testing of the systems

model. e_

The discriminant analysis methodology used to apply the findings of

this model is discussed. Nine'variables are found to 'best account for

the variance among six job types. These variables are identified.and

described. Profiles of job'types, developed according to relative

rankings on these predictive variablett, are also discussed.

,
'A classification scheme is developed for the predictive variables which

groups them along print, verbal and STI dimensions. A graphing of

eks sqores of the job types on the predictors is used as a guide for ,

assessing the degree of similarity among the job types.

The study demonstrates one application of the model and'the research

paradIgm discussed in the introductory section.
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UP THE PYRAMID!

A1'PLI(4ATION,OF A MHLTI-DIMM;MNAL 11(q)Fl.

FOR STI lIEHAVIOR RESEARCH

Daniel Callahan, Georg Lindsey and ,Colin Mick

Applied Conmmnication Reneatch, Inc.
-Palo Alto, California

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been argued (see Mick, et al., 1979) that a more thorough understan-

ding.of soolal networks (e.g.,.organizational, communications, informa

tion) Can be had by investigation which proceeds along lines cleveloped ky

systems theorists (e.g., Ackoff, 1974). While systems approaches to

social inquiry are not newAristotle may have been one of the first to

espouse'ssuch an approachneither haVe they been readily employl.d,

especially vis-a-vis the field of Informatjon science. Lindsey's (1979)

work developed and applied just such a syajtems analysis In a study of the

information behaVior of scientists and engineers in both the public and

private sectors. One result from this study was the STI (Scientific

and Technical Information) reseiarch,model,.reproduced as Figure 1.
/

Inspecting this figure,:one can see that-research into STI behdvior can

take place (indeed should take place) in both horizontal and vertfcal

dimensions. Research at klevels higher than that of "individual variation"

r-r-cifi engender findings which Will at once reveal less about ahy particular
level and more about the system under study. For example, research into

institutional differences in STI bellavior will reveal little about.

,individual,variation per se, yet will tell les much about.the.effects that

instttutions may ultimately have on the hiehEivIgr of individuals.

'What is also implicit in this conceptualization of STI behavior is that

,,at.each level variables both influence all variables at levels below them

and are influenced by vai-iables at all levels Above them. Thus,work
environments (Level 4)twill affect job types (Level 3), individual tasks

(Level 2), and.individual variation (Level 1). At the same time work

environments are affected by organizations (Level 5), institutions (Level

6),.social structures (Level 7), cultural characterisrics (Level 8), and

those levels (here left,unenumerated) which supersede cultnres.

In the study of Euclidian geometry (Considine, 1976) one successively

explores the behavior of lines, of planes and .finally of solids. AnalysiS

occurs in one, then two, then three dimensions; each dimensional analysis

assimilates that which preceded it and becomes assimilated hy that which

follows it. The paradigm of STI behavior research discussed above can be

seen to have similar characterstics(*): each level of research can be

seen as the exploration of another dimension, an exploration which

supersedes that which preceded it. Alternatively, one can think oto

research into one individual's behavior as "linear", inquiry regarding a

hollection of individuals as "planar", and research.into any/all of the

* If time is accepted as a fourth dimension, 'then the analogy can be

extended to include the conduct of timp-,series studies.
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levels above 4at of inditldual vatiation as "spheroid", "cubic", etc.

2

Cultural

Level n

Level k

Level 8

Structurad . Level 7

,
. Institutional .. Level 6

. Organizational . Level 5,

Work Environments Level 4

Job' Types . Level 3

Individual Tasks

Individual Variation
(Unexplained).

Level 2

.. Level 1

Figure 1. Explained STI behavior as re resented by area under
.

ctriangle showing differen( levels of abs raction and/or levels of

research. Bottom is lowekt abstraction nd highest cost, upper

lis greater degree of abstraction and low r cost.

Source: Lindsey, 1974.

This paper represents an attempt to conduct an analysis according
to the._paradigm previously specified. Level 3, "Job Types" is con
.sidered in terms of those variables at higher 1 vels whlch may be
affecting it and in terms of the-Iffects it has on variables at those

levels below it. .This.plan can be specified as an identification of
the variables which "predict" or are associated with particular job
types and investigation into the characteristics of job types as a

.
means of assessing their influence on individual tasks and individual

behavior variation.

e purpose of providing profiles of job categori s according to certain

v iables is heuristic: :)ne can examine ty vari bles developed as

predicora, identify and discover the nature'of n nintuitive predictive
variables, and measure the extent to Which they pe form their function.

#
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Thus, this paper can RPtVe am a complement to an analysis of variance of
the dummin of valiabIcs bv lob type.

The idea of developing profiles of job types grew out of analysis
aimed at discovering the existelac:e and/or extent of influence which

the variab0 "Job" had on the other variables, and especially the
effect it had relative to that which might be present for the variable
"Division".

Four sections follow. The first section briefly covers the research

on which th e. preAent study was based. The second section briefly
covers the methodology employed in determining the predictors,of job

type. The tbird section describes each job.V.assification according
to its relative ranking on the predictive variables. The fourth section
discubses observations to be made with regards to the analysis and its
consequent results.

RESEARCH FOUNDATION

The data on which this study is based were collected by Gellman Research
Associates, the Bendix Corporation and Applied Communication Research,
Inc. under an NSFsponsored study to explore organizational barriers to

the flow of scientific and technical information. The data base consists

of responses bx some 500 respondents (engineers and scientists at varying
levels of management responsibility, employed by the Bendix Corporation)

to a sixteen7page questionnaire containing more than 600 vartables. .

The development'of the questionnaire is described.,in detail in a .report

by Cellman,aeseareh Associates (1979). The questionnaire was based on a
model Of individual information behavior that represented an attempt to
distill what was known about the factors affecting individual information
behavior into a form that would help guide a more policy7oriented approach
to user studies. It included the explication of a number of terms used
to dedcribe factois affecting information behavior, a model of individual
information behavior, and an attempt to develop a model'that would place
these individual behaviors within the context of task, role, functional,

and organizational factors.

A detailed questionnaire based on this framework was developed. The
questionnaire, was designed to get a total picture of all factors affecting
the information behaviors of individu

;

ls in an organizational setting. .

The questionnaire focusea on fil.).e are s: individual demographics (ipclud=

ing position in the organizational hierarchy), attituties coneernine
information, perception of management attitudes towa ds information
behavior, individual inforTation behaviors and.pract ces, and attitudes
towards sc4cific attributes of information productd and services. i

\ .

The questionnaire was first,used in the Bendix/CRA/ACR study. In this'

study it was distributed to a sample of some 1,000 stientiats and
\, engineers working in 19 Bendix divisions in May, 1977. The response

rate to the questionnaire was apProximately 52 percent,, and a,total of

, 502-usable questionnaires-were obtdined. Initial anplysis of these
\questiohnaires is repotted in Mick and Feinman <1.977), Mick (1979) and

Gellman Resedrch Associates (1979).
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Secondary analysis of the data was conducted by the anthors.in three
nttiges. Fif_st a descliptive set oi indices for pitch of foul ,lic,Ifi (1-e-.

attitude structure, information orientation, task orienta(ion, information
attributes) was.doveloped. Next,'relationships of the variables within

ethese indices as we a s relat,ionships to in ddices eveloped in the lther

areas Were then /reit_ mined.. Relationships among the indices and the
demographic vafiables were explored as yell. A multi-variate (regression)
approach was used to examine patiern complexes, and a mode was developed

to gain insight into the network of relationships among tl variables.

Finally,.the model was tested against data (collected via the original
questionnaire) from scientists and engineers working In mission-oriente
research laboratories.

The theoretical intent of the study was to move organizational analysts
away from the pursuit ofindividual difference theory", and in the
direction of more insight into the methods by which complex
systems/organizations Jould be understood.

III. MENODOLOGY

This investigation into the predictors of job tylie was made using discrim-
inant analysis--the SPSS subprogram "Discriminant". This procedure takes
in variables to he used as predictive variables and measures their
ability.to pcedici occurrences of values for some dependent,variable (in
this instance, "Job"). The program selects variables 4s predictors
accofding to,howrwell they explain the variation.among observed values
for the dependent.variable. .Having developed a set of predictive vari-
ables from the oftinal pool of possible predictors, the program then
evaluates those variables for'their "fit" with the data; i.e., how well
they predict the actual occurrence 1f values for the dependent variable.

,

Allvariables were originally to be included as possible predictors;
however, this procedure had to be amended due to the nasture of the

flDiscriminant" subprogram. Inclusion of all variables as posSible
predictors of job type would have led to development of uninteresting
predictors (e.g., Time in Management.and Administration as a predictor
,for Manager) at the expense of reduced statistical power (due to,an
unavoidable reduction in the number of cases undet analysis). To increase
the utility and statistical significance of any results, the demographic

. variables were removed ftom consideration, as were those variablea which
had been shown on previous runs of the subprogram to fail as predictors
of job type. The inforpation attribute variables which did not measure
frequency of use were also deleted from the domain of possible predictors.
The high degree of correlation among "frequency" mild nom,"frequency"
information attribute variables supported the decision to allow only one
variable (as a representative of,similar variabler9 to enter into the
analysis. Through these matiapulations a total of 2,83 cases (out of 502)

were considered ln the analysis, increasing the reliabilty of any signifi-

cant results which might follow.

The variables which were determined to be predictors of job type were
found to predict 40.27% of the "variance" for the-variable "Job". The

variables fere listed intthe following section. Descriptions of the

. variables can be found in Lindsey, 1979. Figuie 2, presents the variables

and their-mean scores for each of the val es of "Job".

,)
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HRSSTI

REF

Mngr Proj Ldr Prod Eng

1 2 3

16.9483 16.1333 10.2083

2.6294 2.6195 2.2538

3.4251 3.4557 3.0806

Des Eng

4

11.4228

2.4643

3.3351TAF

TIMESHD 27.2500 31.9919 26.4583 27.9474

SPF 2.3874 , 2.6181 2.3792
/\

2.5745

IVF 3.2975 3.0861 2.9471 2.8885

EIS 2.7103 2.5360 3.0417 2.6402

IMIE non-significant variation

SOEALIN non-significant variationi
1

SPO 11.2361 13.4000 9.7639 12.7511

MMF non-significant variation

ISS nonLsignificant variation

#DISC 73.5106 r59.6348 47.6364 42.2979

Figure 2. "Mean scores of predictive variables
for each jo6 category.
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a

HRSSTI,

Res Sci Res Eng

5 6

14.4615 1'1)(1957 7.372 0.0000

0.0002 `-

0.0068

0.0002

RRF

TkF

2.8995 2.9411 4.884

3.2769 3.0007 3.258

T1MESHD
.

21.6923 45.6809 5.033

SPF 2.8464 2.8261 3.807 0.0022

IVF 2.8747 2.8149 5.624 0,0000

EIS 2.2308 2.5585 3.332 0.0058

IMIE non-significant variation

SORALIK lon-significant variation

SPO 15:1250 13.2405 -3/-607 0.0034

MMF pon-significant vation

ISS non-significti-dt" Variation

DISC, 35.4615 47.2826 4.068 0.0013

,

Figure 7-cont. jlean scores of predictive variables

for each job category.
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IV. JOB PROFILES

The follOwing variablen were found to be predictora of job typo:

HRSSTI, Hours Worked Weekly with STI;
REF, Research and Reports Frequency of Use;
TAF,0 Technical Applications Frequency of Use;
TIMESHD, Time One Feels Should Spend on STI;
SPF, Specialized Print Frequency of Use;
IVF, Interiersonal and/or Verbal Frequency of Use;
EIS, (Attitude toward) External,Information Sources;
IM1E, (Attitude toward) litmediate Management Information Environment;
SORALIN, Pieference for InfOrmatibn Sources Within One's Company;
SO; Scientific & Technical Petonal Paper Collection Orientation;
MMF, Majof Media Frequency oUU,e;
ISS, Information Satitfactiod Se le; and
fDISC, Number of Work-related Di cussions.

.Four of thesi.variables were_fouAd notlto vary significantly according to
job type. These were: Immediate\Mana ement Information Environment;
Preference for Information.Source'sWitlin OntKs Company; Major' Media
Frequency of Use; and Information Satin action Scale. AB the differences
among the values for "Job" aren't signi leant for these vaylables, they
would add little in differentiating \amo4 the various job types and
therefore will not be included in, th dtscusnion which follows; See

Figure 3 for an ordinal ranking of j b types on each of the nine remaiting
predictive variabies:

The six job types as developed in the questionnaire are: manager;
project leader; desjign engineeri prodtction engineer; research scien-

tist; and research engineer. A discus ion of each job-typeras cbarac7
terized by the'above variables follown -

IV.1 Managers

Managers seemed to be the most verbose of the different job types.
They rated highest on tOb "verbal" variables: frrst on Interpersonal
and/or Verbal Frequency of Use and on Number of Work-related Discus-
sions hedd during the previous month; sespnd on attitude toward External
Information Sourcesy Conversely, their stance with respect to printed
matter was lowest of any Of the categories. They.scored lowest for the
variables Specialized Print Frequency Of Use and Scientific & Technical
Personal Paper Collection Orientation, and were third out of six in
Research'aid Reports Frequency of Use. Managers were next to last in
considerations of Time,One Should Spend on STI, and yet ranked highest on
Hours Worked Weekly with STI. Finally,'Managers ranked second on Techni-

cal Applications Frequency of Use%

IV.2 Project Leaders

Project leaders.rated highefit on only one variable: Technical Applica-

tions Frequency of Use. However; they scored second hiighest on a
number of, variables, including Hours Worked Weekly with STI, Time One
Should Spend with STI; Interpersonal° and/or Verbal Frequency of Use,
Scientific & technical Personal Paper Collection Orientation, and
Number of Work-related Discussions... Project leaders ranked third out



HRSSTI RRF TAF TIMESHD SPE' IVF EIS SPO #DISC

I. MNGR RESENG PLEADER RESOG RESSCI MNGR PRODENG RESSCI MNGR

2. PLEADER RESSCI MNGR PLEADER RESENG PLEADER MNGR ,PLEADER PLEADER

3. RESENG MNGR DESENG DESENG PLEADER PRODENG DESENG RESENG PRODENG
i

4. RESSC1 PLEADER RESSCI MNOR DESENG ,DESENG RESENG ,DESENG RESEW',

5. DESENG DESENG PRODENG PRODENG MNGR RESSCI . PLEADER MNGR DESENG

6. PRODENG PRODENG RESENG RESSCI PRODENG RESENG RESSCI PRODENG RESSCI

MNGR: 14anager
PLEADER: Project'Leader
DESENG: Design Engineer

RESENG; Research Engineer

RESSCI: Research Scientist
PRODENG:. Pro'duction Engiueer

Figure 3. Ranking of job types on predictive variables. Order is from highest

to lowest, as determined by ranking of means in figure 2.
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of six for Specialized Print Frequency of Use, next to 'least for Research
;Ind RepolfF; qequencv Of nor, rind last for Exft-tool TofolliPitton ;0111(.c!1.

It appesrs that project leaders can be shown by their ranking on the
predictive variables to he somewhat transitional between "management"
and "research" personalities. They score highly on the variables
1I6ars Worked Weekly piith STI, Interpersonal and/or Verbal Frequency of
line, and Number of Vork-related Discussions; yet t.hey also acore highly
on Scientific & Techncial Paper Orientationa variable characterized by
its research emphasis. They are like managers in some respects and like
researchers in others. They are alao diatInct from both of the aforemen-
tioned job types: they score poorly on both External Information Sources
(managerisl) and Research and Reports Frequency of Use (research). Thus,
they appear to act as persons who are neither totally managers nor
totally researchers. 'ntey share some traits of both groitps, but not to
the extent of being an "averages' of the two categories.

IV.3 Production Engineer-a

Production engineers show some verbal.orientation, bLi,t seem to rat
worse on the "print" variables than say other group. They rate highest
on External Information Sources and third highest on both- Number of
Work-related 91scubsions and Interpersonal and/or Verbal Frequency of
Use--all variables falling along a "verbal" .dimension. For all ot the'
other variables (Hours Worked Weekly with STI, Research and Reports
Fregnency of Use, Tpchnical Applications Frequency of Use, Time One
Should Spend Working with STI, Specialized Print Frequency of Use, and
Scientific & Technical Persvial Paper Collection Orientation) they rank'
either last,or' next to last. It would appear that production, engineers
are characterized positively by none pf the concepts Ivutolved, save that
of commmnicating with others.

4
IV.4 Design Engineers

One's view of design-engineers varies according to whether they are
viewed alone or in relation to other groups (especially production 0
engineA-s).'.Design engineers scored next to last on Hours Worked-\Weekly with STI, Resarc and Reports Frequency of Use, and Number of .

Work-related Disen11-Sions eld. They scored fourth out of six on Special.-
ized Print Fectri6ncy of Use, Inferpersonal and/or Verbal Frequenc.y of
Use, and Scientific & Technical Personal PaperCollection.prientation.
Their highest rating on.any variable was third (out of six), on the
variables Technical Applications Frequency of Use, Time One Should Spend
on STI, and External Information Sources.'

..

Viewed singly, they don't seem too terribly slanted along any particular
dimension--their'verbal orientation is marginal and their print orienta-
tion even less positive. Still, when viewed in relation to production
engineers, one can see/that design engineers are slightly less verbal
than production engineers, as seen by their lower scores on. Number of
Work-related Discusaions, External Information Sources, and Interpersonal -
and/or-Verbal Frequency of Use. Design engineers show some impro/ement
with(Epspect.to STI attitudes (higher scores on Hours Worked with STI,
Research and Reports Frequency of,Use, and Time One Should Spend on STI)

, ond exhibit more ptint orientation than do produchlon engineers (higher .

scores on Specialized Print Frequency of Use and Scientific 4.TeChnical
/Personal Paper Collection Orientation).,

12 oho
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In absolute terms, design engineers represent a "median" of the varinqce

displayed by all the job types; design engineers Imre more positively

characterized than production engineers vis-a-vis the evaluative tate-
gorles employed, but are less positively characterized than other types

(e.g., managers).

4*IV.5. Research Screntists

A

Research'scientists tend to be the antithesis of. managers; they score

quite highly on the "print" variables and qujte poorly on.the "Vsirkal

and "STI" variables. Research scientists scored highest of all iiips
on Scientific & Technical Personal Paper Collection Orientation
Specialized Print Frequency of Use, and second highest op Research and

Repoets Frequency of Use. 'They scored fourth out of six on the "STI" -

variable-Hours Worked Weekly with STI. They were last on Number of
Work-related.Discussions held, External Information Sources, and Time

ne Should Spend on STI. They se-drect-next to last on Interpersonal

and/or Verbal Yrequeney of Use. Research scientists appear to have a.

high print orientation, a low STI orientation, and a low verbal orienta-

tion.

IV.6 Research Engineers

Research engineers show characterittics that7,- while similar, are not

as extreMe as those of research scientists. Research engine'ers-have

the'highest rating for Research and Reports Frequency of Use (similar

tq that of research scientists, who ranked second); yet, unlike the

scientists, they have the highest ranking for Time One Should Spend

with STI. They .also have high scores on the print dimension veriibles:

second in Specialized Print Frequency of Use, third for Scientific &

Technical Personal Paper Collection Orientation, and first for Research

- and Reports Frequency of Use. They seem to be like the research scien-

tists in that they have similar (though not as great) print' orientation.

They also have a corresponding lack of verbal this

characteristic is less attenuated: research engineers r fourth out of

six on Number of.Work-related Disctiqlons and EXternal Information.

.Sources, and last on InterperSonal 46d/or Verbal Freguency'of Use. They

also rank last on Technical Applications Frequency of Use.

Unlike the research.scientists, rearcW engineers have a high ,per-

4 ceived Time One Should'Spend on STI. They.rank only third with respect

to Hours Worked with ST1, which seemS to point to a discrepancy between

what is and what ought to be, as far as research engineers and STI are

concerned. Research engineers thus show some similarity with research

scientists, especially with regarda to rankings on kint and verbaf'

dimensions.

V. OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIOS

.
,

.

The use of disciiminant analysis allowed us to reduce the numbdi of

li
possible predictive Vjariables from'apProXimately fifty to the

thirteen. Of thesethirteen variables, pine were found to vary s grnifi-

cantly according to j6b type. 'Subsequent analysis of tilt means according

to job type for theee variables has proved useful for descrihing.some
pertibent,Characteristics of each job type. FUrther, patterns of.rela....

=
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tions have been discerhed which would neem to indicate that certain

variables or groups ot variablen ate central to the prediction of iob

type. Also, 8 plot oi scores on the vatiables for cnch Of fhp lyrvn hnn

proved useful for viewing The cont linlity (or lack of same) among the

possible job categories.

in viewing the pattern of variation -on the predictive voriables by th-e

various job categories, 'it has becomp evident that the categories

align themselves along two main dimenstais and along one minor dimen-

sion. The main dimensions are what have been called "print and "verbal";

the minor dimension has been labelled "STI". SNic Figure 4.

The print dimension is tapped by hree variables:- Specialized Print

Frequency of Use, Research and Reports Frequency of Use, and Scientific

Technical Personal Paper CollectioA Orientation. The verbal dimension

is also assessed by three variables: Number of Work-related DisctfAsions,

Interpersonal and/or Verbal Frequency of Use, and Extiernal Information

Sources. It is important to note here that the 'variation of job types on

External-Information Sources (as compare4 to that on the first two

variables) would seem to,inc cate that other components besides a verbal

one ere present in the conceltualization of ,this variable. While these

components cannot be specifie (as they were-?lot specifically probed),

the sense of their existence can be taken as genuine. The dimension of

STI is measured by two variables: Hours Worked with STI, and Time One

Should Spend with'STI. Unlikev,the first two dimensions, it fails by 11.

ilself to distinguish among the job types; still, it does provide a finer

level of distinction When used in conjunction with the first two dimen-

sions. For these reasons this dimension is referred to as "minor". he

only variable unacCOunted for in this,reclassification is that of Techni-

cal Applications Frequency.of Use. It, like the STI.dimension, apPears

to provide some disciiminatory capabilities, but they are relevant only

in the presence of the two major dimensions (print and verbal); also, the

variable provides less analytical power than does_the STI dimittsion.

The print dimension .seems to divide the.possible job types into those

who, "think"; who deal with information which.exists at a more refined

level and,those who "do"; who deal mainly with the immediate results

information or with information at a more basic or "raw" levpl. Thus,

we find that research scientists and research engineers rate highest'

on print orientation and that production engineers rank lowest. One

can conceive of research scientists and research engineers a8 being

concerned with information which is refined to a publishable stage,

while production engineer's would be most concerned with informatIon as

it is'produced; while it is still "hot". There is some variation in

the middle ranges, where design engineers, managers, and'project leaders

are to be found. Thik may be at least partially due to differences in

emphasis among the varlables which comprise the print dtmension.

Inspection of rpnkings on the variables comprising the verbal dimen-

sibn,reveals that this is something of an inverse of the print dimen-.

sion. Here we find (looking at Number of Work-related DisCussionS and

Interpersonal anWor Verbal Frequency of Use) that managers, project

leaders, and prod6ction.engineprs are the-.three highest-ricaing cate-

gories, while Tesearch scientists and iesearch engineers rank the lowest.

'OnCe.again, Aesign engineers are located in the middlq of the spectrum.

,,,Returning,to the contrast of management and resear6 personalities, one
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Figure 4. Predictive variables reclaSified along three dimensions.
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conld view managers am commonicatIng information verbally, since this

aIiown f()r the mont humedirate H H4 tII Infolmration. Thin in. in (-mit:rant to

reaearchers, whose print orientation i.mp I's a Va hiztt iou .01 1111 01 mat 1 on

for more eaoteric and less atrictly application/0 uensona. Some variation

in research engineers la also present. When External Information Sourtes

is incorporated into Ike annlyafs C'ertain changes occur. The only major

change is that project leaders change from a rank of two'to that of five

on the scale. While there is some shnffling of job types in the ('ate-

gories, this (the lOw score on a verbal dimension variable-by project
leaders) represents'the only sigalficant "crossover", and may possibly be

'due to some sort of orientation by.project leaders toward non-verbal

external information sources.

Thus far, we see that distinctions can be drawn according to one's

position 4ith respect to the Information involved. Those who tend to

.synthes174 or extract information are slanted towards a print orientation,
while thOse work with the results of information production tend to be

slanted towards a more verbal orientation.

The STI orientatiod dimension pro-vides two variables with which to

make further distinctions in light of the wo predictive dimensions

discussed above. Hours Worked with STI tends to separate out produc-
tion engineers from the other categories (i.e., managers and project

leaders) who 'rely on verbal information transfer. _Managers and project
leaders 'rank'first and second respectively on Hours Worked with STI, but

production engineers rank last. Research engineers and research scien-

tists rank third and fourth respectively on Hours Worked with STI; what

is of note is that they remain in close proxiMity on the variable. Time

One Should Spend in STI provides a means of distinguishing among' these

two "print" personalities. Research engineers rrrk first on the variable,

while research scientist's rank last--no greater 4ariation could be

possible on .this variable. The.remaining job categories tend to sort

somewhat randomly on 7ime'One Should Spend with STI..
N.,

The final variable, Technical Applications Frequency of Use, adds. ;

little discriminatory or'predictive power to the other variables. The

one. trait Which the Variable may tap wourd be that of one's degree of

pragmatism. ThAt project leaders iank first on Technical Applications

Frequency Ot Use (ahead of managers) may reflect the fact that they

are concerned more,than managers with achieving the goals set before

them. Such a conclusion would have to be qualified in two ways, both

stemming from the fact that the objectives of project Managers may be

more qdantifiable and less diffuse than those of managers. First, if

the goals of a project manager are easier to specify, then one can

better determine the best method=for achieving such goals, and tan be

more,pragmatic in evalbating,approaches tp goal achievement. Also, a

variable such as Technical Applications Frequency of Use will measure

the behavior of those pursuing well-defined objectives more accurately

than it will-measure the behavior of those pursuing goals whose nature

are less well-defined,1. 4

The use'of geometric conceptualizations in STI 'behavior research hai

proved eo be.quitesuseful. Qraphing the scores of the job types on
the predictive variables, on,a C rtesian coordinate system, with the

predictive variablei arranged ong the 'x-axis and the range of Possible

1 6
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scores arranged along the y-axis, facilitates visnal inspection of the
lelations plevionnly dIncumled. Soo Figulvn 6, ond 7. Thwi, mnnAy,olf;

and projt.ct leaders tend to have similar traits (as evidenced by similar
shapes of the graphs of their scores (see Fignre 7), as do research
engineers and research scientists (see Figure 6).

Production engineers tend to rank low on all the valiables (Have External
Informat% ion gburces) and design engineers tend to remain in the middle of

the spectrum. Within the groups discussed, one gains a sense that
research engineers are like research scientists, though the former are
less extreme than the latter. The name can be said for project leaders
and managers. 'Production engineers seem to fill the lower end of the
continuum, though their positive characteristics are probably not well
assessed, save through the variable External Information Sources. Design

engineers seem to be a compromirle between the research/print and-
managerial/verbal camps. See Figure 5.

The fact that the variables discovered through the discriminant analysis
prop47ess are valid predictors for the job classifications and the fact

that they tend to group the job categories intq'higher-level orders which
are intibitivelylseneible tends fo validate the entire enterprise of

"three-dimensional analysis" outlined In the introductory section. More

importantlSi, it also makes a compelling argument for the fruitful s of

applying such a methodology in the attempt to understand the orient tions
and needs of the members of specific organizations.

17
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